All of the following photos were taken on May 22, 2000:

1. photograph: Robert Brunker looking at William Mullen's monument in Laurel Hill cemetery
2. photograph: Robert Brunker looking at William Mullen's monument in Laurel Hill cemetery (facing camera)
3. photograph: Steven J. Peitzman, M.D. looking at Mullen's monument (rear view)
4. photograph: close up view of Mullen's monument with seated woman in foreground
5. photograph: distant view of monument, including angel at top
6. photograph: close up view of inscription on Mullen's monument

Additional Comments: Robert Brunker is a descendent of William Mullen, one of the founders and the first president of the Female Medical College of Pennsylvania. Mr. Brunker visited the site during the college’s sesquicentennial year, 2000.